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In Riemenschneider and Shen (in “Approximation Theory and Functional 
Analysis” (C. K. Chui, Ed.), pp. 133-149, Academic Press, New York, 1991) an 
explicit orthonormal basis of wavelets for L’(W), s = 1, 2, 3, was constructed from 
a multiresolution approximation given by box splines. In other words, L2(W) has 
the orthogonal decomposition 
Q W”. (*) 
I, E H 
Orthonormal bases for the spaces W, are given by {2”“2KJ2y. -j)}, jeZ”, 
p E iZ;\O, where E; := { 0, 1 }” and the “wavelets” K, are 2” - 1 cardinal splines with 
exponential decay. In this paper, we consider multiresolutions generated by suitable 
compactly supported and symmetric functions cp and explicitly construct 2”- 1 
compactly supported functions q,,, p E Z;\O, such that the translates cp,( -j), je E’, 
are an unconditional basis for W,. Thus, the functions ‘~~(2’. -j), VSZ, jo Z’, 
p E Z;\O comprise a basis for the orthogonal decomposition (*) (the functions are 
orthogonal for digerent v because the decomposition is orthogonal, but neither the 
translates nor the functions will be orthogonal for given v). The functions are given 
as cp,( ./2)/2”= cp *’ B, with the sequences /I, formed from a single sequence by 
translation and change in sign pattern. We also discuss various ways to regain some 
of the orthogonality lost by requiring compact support. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
1. 1N~RoDucT10~ 
In [RS] an orthonormal basis of wavelets was explicitly constructed 
from a multiresolution approximation for L*(W), s = 1, 2, 3, generated by 
box splines. For s = 1, the box splines are the cardinal splines of Schoen- 
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berg and serve as examples of orthogonal wavelets as discussed by Battle 
[B], Daubechies [D], Lemarie [L], Mallet [Ma], Meyer [Ml and 
others. The novelty of [RS] was that the construction for s = 2,3 was not 
of tensor product type. More generally, the construction in [RS] is valid 
for any centrally skew-symmetric complex-valued function cp that generates 
an appropriate multiresolution approximation. For arbitrary dimensions, 
Jia and Micchelli [JMz] provided a rather complete analysis of the multi- 
resolution associated with functions satisfying a refinement equation. They 
gave a general and natural framework for the analysis and gave a general 
solution for the existence of pre-wavelets. Their solution is based on the 
notion of extensibility of a finite set of Laurent polynomials and makes use 
of the Quillen-Suslin Theorem (this approach was used by Micchelli in 
[Mi]). The method was demonstrated by the construction of compactly 
supported pre-wavelets for the linear three-direction box spline in R2 (also 
see Section 5). As a concrete method of extensibility (for dimensions 1,2, 
and 3) in the construction of wavelets, the construction from [RS] was 
reviewed in [JM,, Sect. 73 for real symmetric functions and their theory 
superceded some of the early work on this paper. The main purpose of 
this note is to provide a concrete way of constructing compactly supported 
pre-wavelets based on the method in [RS] when the complex-valued 
function cp that generates the multiresolution approximation is centrally 
skew-symmetric, satisfies a refinement equation with finite mask, and has 
12-stable integer translates. This gives us the opportunity to recall the 
construction of wavelets from [IRS] in the general case of centrally 
skew-symmetric functions in Section 2 in order to set the stage for the 
construction of the compactly supported prewavelets in low dimensions in 
Section 3. Our search for a convenient construction of compactly supported 
pre-wavelets was motivated by requests from colleagues for use in applica- 
tions and the work of Chui and Wang [CW,, CW,] in the univariate case. 
As we were completing this manuscript, we learned that Chui, Stdckler, 
and Ward [CSW] have independently found a similar construction of pre- 
wavelets in the case of box splines. Although both methods are based on 
[RS], they differ in some details and in the surrounding analysis. The 
remainder of this section will be devoted to recalling the details of the 
terminology that we have been using. 
We put ourselves in the setting proposed by Jia and Micchelli who 
considered refinable and P-stable functions q E P, but here we restrict our 
attention to p = 2. A function rp belongs to 55” in the l-periodic function 
cp o := c Id.-Al (1.1) 
jeLS 
is in L’([O..l)“). The space Y2 is a subspace of L2(rWs) that contains, for 
example, the class 6* of those functions decaying exponentially fast in 
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L*(W), i.e., the functions cp for which there is a q, 0 c q < 1, and some 
constant so that 
1144. -Al L2(co..I )$) < const 4”’ for all jE Z”, 
and in particular, the compactly supported functions in L*(W). The 
function cp is refinable if it satisfies the refinement equation 
cp( ./2)/2” = cp *’ uq := C cp(. -j) a,(j) (1.2) 
jeZs 
for some sequence a,+, E l’(ZS), while it is l*-stable if 
Ilco *‘al12~coW42 vu E P(‘P). (1.3) 
The sequence a+, is the musk of the refinement equation. From (1.2) we 
have 
W.)=H, 4, where Z-Z, := 1 u,(j) exp( -ij.). (1.4) 
je.iZS 
Let V, := cp *’ 12(ZS), and V” := 0” V,, VE Z, where a”f1+f(2”.). If cp is 
in 9’ and is refinable and /*-stable, then Jia and Micchelli [JM,] proved 
that the sequence of spaces ( I’“} “E z forms a multiresolution approximation 
to L*(w): 
(i) V”c V”+r, VEZ. 
(ii) Uvs+ V” is dense in L*( IV) and nYE H I/” = (0). 
(iii) fE V”of(2.)E V”+r, VVEZ. 
(iv) f~ V”*f(.-2-‘j)~ V”, VVEZ, and VjeEZS. 
(v) There is an unconditional basis for V,. 
A pre-wuuelet is any function in the orthogonal complement of VP, in 
Vo. A prewavelet has the property that 
11/(2”’ . -jl) I 11/(2”*. -j,) (1.5) 
whenever v1 # v2 (orthogonality between levels) whereas it is a wuuelet if it 
has this property whenever either vi # v2 or j, # j2. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF ORTHOGONAL WAVELETS 
In addition to the requirement hat cp E 9’ be refinable, we assume that 
rp is skew-symmetric about some point c, E UP: 
(-AC, + xl = dc, -XL vx E R”. (2.1) 
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The symmetry and refinability interact to give further restrictions on the 
function cp: The center of cp, c+,, must be in Z”f2. Indeed, this follows 
because the symmetry relation (2.1) on cp yields the following relation on 
H,: 
H,(Y) = ev(i2c,y) H,(Y). (2.2) 
Thus, for any unit coordinate vector e,, 
H,(y + 2ze,) = exp(i2c,y) H,(y + 2neJ exp(2xi(2c,eP)) 
= H,(Y) expCW2c,e,)), 
which implies that 2c,e, is an integer. 
A wavelet decomposition from a multiresolution approximation of 
L*(lR’) is apparent from the following theorem. A simple method for the 
construction of wavelets from the refinement mask becomes clear in the 
proof and will be stated as (2.15) Corollary. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let the refinable function cp E dp* be skew-symmetric 
about the point c, and suppose its integer translates, {cp(. -j)}jE zJ, form an 
orthonormal system in L*(lR”), s = 1,2, or 3. Then the space V,(q) := 
cp *’ l*(Z’) admits an orthogonal decomposition 
where Zi = (0, 1 }“. Moreover, there exist 2” functions K,, u E Z;, such that 
for each u, { K,(. - j)}j, zS is an orthogonal family, 
0, = KJ ./2)/2” *’ 12(2Z”), 
and K,, := cp. 
Proof The proof is the same as given in [RS] for box splines. We 
outline the proof here because the notation and ideas are needed for 
subsequent sections. 
The first obvious requirement on the functions K, is that K,( ./2)/2” E V,,, 
or equivalently, that there are functions H, E Lz( [O..2n]“) such that 
(K,(e/2)/2”)^(~) = &(2~) = H,(Y) $4~). (2.4) 
Using the fact that the orthonormality of the integer translates of cp is 
equivalent to 
,zs I@(~+2W)l*= 1, (2.5) 
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the orthogonality conditions 
W Wl - p2) = 1 &,(x-j) K,,(x) dx R’ 
are equivalent to the relations 
c H,,(~+nrc)l*=l, P~EZ;, and 
KEZ; 
. +mc) H,,( . +mc)=O, PI ZP2. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
The ability to find, for any a E I’(Z’), sequences 6, E 1*(22”) such that 
cp *’ a = 1 K,( -/2)/2” *’ b, 
P t r; 
(2.8) 
is equivalent to the existence of n-periodic functions B,EL*( [O..rt]“) for 
any given A E L*( [O..27c]‘) such that 
which by n-periodicity gives rise to the system 
4y+d= 1 ~LYW,(.Y+~~)~ KEZ;. (2.9) 
llsilr 
The relations (2.7) also give the solvability of this system since they imply 
that the matrix 
u= CH,(.+Wl,,,,.; 
is a unitary matrix; i.e., OTU= 1. 
Using (2.5) twice, first for the variable 2y and then for the variable 
y + rrlc with the relation k,,(2. ) = $(2 .) = H& used in between, we find 
that H, satisfies the first of the relations (2.7). This means that the first 
condition in (2.7) is satisfied for any rotation and any shift of the functions 
H, or H, and leads to the choice of the functions H, as 
H,(Y) = exp(WL) y) 
H,(Y + WL if 2c,p is even, 
H 
u? 
(y + 7cp) 
9 if 2c,p is odd, 
where IKE h;. As was proved in [RS], the second relation in (2.7) is 
satisfied if the mapping q: Z; -+ ZS, satisfies 
440) = 0, and (4~~) + W2))(~I + ~~1 is odd when ~1~ #p2 
(2.11) 
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(where the first requirement is only to ensure K0 = cp). For later use we 
state and prove this in a superficially more general form: 
(2.12) LEMMA. Ifq satisfies (2.11) and the functions 
G,=exp(ivl(~L).)G,*(y+~~) where G,*(y) = G(Y), 
if 2cp is even; 
- 
G(Y), if ~C,U isodd, 
(2.13) 
are defined for p E Z; from a 2n-periodic function G that satisfies 
G(Y) = exp(i2cy) G(Y) with c E 2”/2, 
then 
Proof of Lemma. We show that, under the assumptions, the terms in 
the last sum corresponding to K and K + p, + pz are equal except of 
opposite sign. The term corresponding to IC is 
G,,( + + mc) Gp2(. + mc) 
= exp(i(q(pr) - q(,u*)).)( - l)(V(P’)--1(P2))K GE,(. + rr(pi + rc)) 
x G:A. + d~z + ~1). 
On the other hand, we use the 27c-periodicity of G* to write the term 
corresponding to rc + pi + pz as 
exp(i(q(pl) _ q&)).)( - l)(tl(p2)--‘l(lc2))(K+~1+~2) 
xG~,(-+~~(~~+K))G~*(.+~E(~~ +x)1. 
These two terms will be equal except of opposite sign when q satisfies 
(2.11) if and only if 
If one of 2cpi and 2cp2 is even and the other odd, then the last relation 
follows directly from the definition of G,* since G:, and c are either both 
G or both G. 
When one of Gz, and q is G and the other is G, the proof requires the 
assumed relation between G and G. Then, if both 2cp, and 2~74 are even, 
we have 
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G,*,(.+ ~PI+ ~1) G;,(.+NP, + ~1) 
=exp(i2c.)( - 1) 2c’“+p2)G(~+n(~+p,))G(.+n(~+p2)) 
=exp(i2c.)(-1)2”“+“)G(.+n(K+~2))G(.+n(K+/i1)) 
= G,*,(.+x(P~ + K)) Gz2(.+ @I + K)). 
The case when both 2q, and 2cp2 are odd is similar. [ 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we recall that the mappings q can 
be given explicitly for dimensions s = 1, 2, 3. For s = 1, q(O) = 0 and 
q( 1) = 1. For s = 2, the mapping can be given by 
(0, 0) H a 0) (0, l)- (0, 1) 
(l,O)H(l, 1) (1, I)+-+ (LO). 
(2.14) 
Finally, for s = 3, the mapping 
(0, f&O) b (0, 0, O), (LO, 0) H (1, LO), (0, l,O)+--+ (0, 1, l), 
(1, LO) +b (LO, Oh (0, 0, 1) H (LO, 1 h (LO, l)H(O,O, 11, 
(0, 1, 1) c* (0, 1, 01, (1, 1, l)-(1, 1, 1) 
satisfies the property (2.11). However, as remarked in [RS], it is 
impossible to find such a mapping for dimensions s > 3. 
Finally, each HP has absolutely summable Fourier series (since H, does) 
and so KP( ./2) *’ 1*(22”) E V,. The proof is complete. 1 
The form (2.10) of the functions H, makes it particularly easy to 
determine the functions K, from cp and its refinement mask. 
(2.15) COROLLARY. If aV is the refinement mask in the equation (1.2), 
then the functions K, are given by 
where for p # 0 
K,(./2)/2” = rp *I a,, PEG, 
a,(j) = (- l)i”+’ a*(( - 1)2c@ (j+ q(p))), 
and 
a*= 3y 
{ 
if 2c,p is even; 
Urp, if 2c,p is odd. 
The function K,, p E Z;, is skew-symmetric or anti skew-symmetric about 
the point 
C /1 := (C-J 1 + (- 1)2Eq - q(p))/2; i.e., KJc, + x) = ( - 1 )2c++ KU(cp - x). 
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Zf q E g2, then the coefficient sequences have exponential decay; i.e., 
la,(j)1 < const exp( - Ijl/const), VjeE’and FEZ; 
for some positive constants and each of the functions K,, E ~7’~. 
Proof: The first statement is an immediate consequence of Eq. (2.10) 
and the fact that a+, is the sequence of Fourier coefficients for H,, while the 
last statement follows from observations in [JM,]. 
By the skew-symmetry of cp, or by (2.2), we have arp( -j)=a,(j+2c,). 
Hence, from the definition of a, 
a&-j) = (- 1)2’+a,(j+ 2( - 1)2C+cq - 2q(p)). 
Using this last relation and the skew-symmetry of cp, we find 
K,(c, + x) = 2” 1 a,(j) q(2c, + 2x-j) 
= 2” 1 a,(j) (p(2c, - 2c, - 2x + j) 
=2” C a,(-j)(p(2c,-2c,-2x-j) 
jsZs 
= 27 - l)‘Q+ 1 a,(j+2( - 1) 2c+c,-2r](p)) (p(2c,--2c,-2x-j) 
jeZS 
= (- 1)2”pKp(c, -x). 1 
When the integer translates of cp E Z2 are not orthogonal but cp is none- 
theless f2-stable as well as refinable, the usual way of obtaining KO from cp 
is the following: The f2-stability implies that the symbol 
P:= 1 IG(.+2nj)12= C q*cp(--.)(j)exp(-ij.) 
jcLS jcP 
does not vanish. We note that for skew-symmetric p, 
(2.16) 
P := 1 cp” *F(j) exp( -ij.), 
jeH' 
(2.17) 
where rp’= cp(c, + .). The function K, is then given via its Fourier 
transform 
(2.18) 
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Then KO = cp *’ aK with aKE ?(Z*) and K, is retinable since 
1 -= Ko(~Y)=$ 
H,(Yh.hG ” 
Jm K,(Y). (2.19) 
Moreover, V, = K, *’ I*@“) (since cp = K, *’ (fi) v ). Therefore, K. 
generates the multiresolution approximation { VU}. Since K. is skew- 
symmetric about c, as well, (2.3) Theorem and (2.15) Corollary hold with 
cp replaced by K. and aV replaced by the refinement mask for K, as 
determined by (2.19). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED PRE-WAVELETS 
In this section we assume that cp E L2(W), s = 1, 2, 3, is compactly 
supported, Z2-stable, skew-symmetric about a point c+,, and satisfies the 
refinement equation (1.2) with a finitely supported mask. The fact that 
then the 2rc-periodic functions P and H, defined in (2.16) and ( 1.4) are 
trigonometric polynomials plays an important role in our construction. 
The pre-wavelets (Pi, p E Z;\O, are defined via their Fourier transforms, 
where 
4,(2~) := H,(Y) 4(y), P E z;\o, (3.1) 
H,(Y)=~xP(~~~(~)Y)P(Y+~~) 
H,(Y + WI, if 2c,p is even; 
H,(Y + wh if 2c,p is odd. 
(3.2) 
It is interesting to note that (3.2) is exactly analogous to (2.10) since P = 1 
when the integer translates are orthonormal. If we also define Ho := H,,, 
and q. := cp, then (3.1) is also true for p = 0. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Under the above assumptions on cp, the functions 
CPJ ./2)/2”, P E q\o, are compactly supported pre-wavelets. 
Proof: It follows from (3.1) that each cp,( ./2)/2” is in I/, and, since 
the functions H, are trigonometric polynomials, the functions ‘pp are 
compactly supported. 
For the orthogonality between levels, we find 
(cp0( ./2)/2”, cp,( -12 -A/2”) 
1 =- 
I (2n)” 68s 4(2~) m evW.v) dy 
1 =- 
s (271Y w I+J(Y)~* H,(Y) H,(Y) q-W34 dy 
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1 =- 
I P)” [0,.2n)5 
P(Y) H,(Y) H,(Y) expWh4 dy 
1 =- 
j ( (2n)” CO..nY 
C P(Y + x~) H,(Y + xx) H,(Y + no) 
KEq > 
exp(2ijy) dy 
= 0, 
by (2.12) Lemma with G = PH, = PH,. 1 
The last proof shows the motivation for our choice of H,. In order to 
retain the simple form as a rotation and translation of one function and 
to apply (2.12) Lemma, we must choose some function G. But the 
orthogonality between levels automatically brings in P(y) H,(y) when the 
integration is reduced from R” to [O..2x]” by summation and this makes 
G = P(y) H,(y) the logical choice. 
Next we show that the pre-wavelets cp,( ./2)/2”, ~EEZS,\O, together with 
cp( ./2)/2” generate an unconditional base for V. in the following sense: 
Given a E Z’(Z’“), there are sequences b, E 12(2Z”) such that 
cp *’ a = 1 cp,( ./2)/2” *’ 6, 
llEB5 
(3.4) 
and there are positive constants C, and C, so that 
Cl 1 Ilb,ll2~ lb *’ 42 G C2 1 Ilbpllz. (3.5) 
/l.z; IIEBSZ 
Towards this end, we first prove 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let A be an arbitrary subset of Z;. if cp is 12-stable, 
then the set of functions { cp,( -/2) lIre A, defined by (3.1), generate an 
unconditional base for the space 
W, := 
i 
1 cp,( ./2) *’ a, : a, E l’(22”) 
PEA 
if and only if the set of vectors 
are linearly independent for any y E R”. 
ProoJ: For the functions to be an unconditional base requires 
CI C IlqJ12~ C cp,(-PP” *‘ap 2G C2 C Ib,l12. 
Per; II PEL; PELi 
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The upper bound is always true for compactly supported L’(R”) functions. 
The lower estimate is the stability of several functions as studied by Jia and 
Micchelli [JM,, JM,]). By [JM,, Theorem 41, the stability is equivalent 
to showing that for any y E R”, the sequences { @,(y + 27~j)}~, zs p o A are 
linearly independent. But { @,( y + 27rj)}, EzI, p E A are linearly dependent 
for some y E R” if and only if there are complex numbers m,, /A E A, not all 
zero such that 
From (3.1), this is equivalent to 
or 
4(y/2 + mc + 2nj*) 1 m,, HJ y/2 + TCK) = 0 Vj*eZS, IcEZ~. 
PEA 
Since {cp(.lj)ljEB I is an unconditional basis of V,,, for each K E Z;, there is 
anJ ** = j *(rc) such that $J( y/2 + rrtc + 2rrj *) # 0. Thus, 
1 m,H,(y/2+w)=O, V’KEE;. 1 
PEA 
(3.7) COROLLARY. The set of functions (cp,( ./2)), p E Z;, generates an 
unconditional basis for W,;. In particular, 
wq = I/- IO wz;,o 
is an orthogonal decomposition and { cp,( ./2)), p~ Z;\O, generates an 
unconditional basis for Wzi,,,. 
Proof In the proof of (3.3), we have already established that 
V-J-wz;,o. Hence, it only remains to show that {cp,( ./2)}, p E Zi\O, 
generates an unconditional basis for W,S,~. By (3.6) Proposition, it suffices 
to show that the matrix 
u, := CH,(Y +Wl..z;,p~z;\o 
has full rank. We observe that by (2.12) Lemma with G = PH,, CT U, is 
a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
K~zsP(~+w+W2 lH,(~+v++~)l*. 
2 
Since P* is strictly positive, the proof will be complete once we have 
established 
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(3.8) LEMMA. Under the above assumptions on cp, the n-periodic function 
is strictly positive. 
ProoJ This follows from 
O<P(2y)= 1 1@(2y+2?rj)12 
jeZs 
= 1 Iff,(Y+~~v MY+?d12 
jeZS 
= c w,(Y+wL)12P(Y+P4. I 
SEh; 
(3.9) THEOREM. VO = Wzs = V_ 1 0 W,;,, is an orthogonal decomposi- 
tion. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that for an arbitrary cp *’ aE V,,, aE l(ZS), 
there are b, E f2(2Z”) such that 
cp *’ a = c q,( ./2)/2” *’ b,. 
KEZ; 
As in the proof of (2.3) Theorem, this is equivalent to the solvability for 
B, E L2( [O..rc]“) in the system of equations 
with coefficient matrix U= [H,( . + n~)]~,,,~;. But (3.7) Corollary and 
(3.6) Proposition imply that U has full rank. 1 
Again we have the nice property that all the coefficients can be derived 
from a given sequence: 
(3.10) COROLLARY. Let 
Po=(cP*cP(-.)),*a,=(cp’*cp’),*a,, 
where the notation f, denotes the restriction of the function f to Z”. Then 
cp,(~/2)/2”= cp *’ Bp, P zo, 
with 
BJA= (- lP+‘B*((- 1)2c”“(j+ r](P))), 
640/71/l-3 
30 
where 
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‘* =‘&I 
if 2c p is even; 
if 2cip is odd. 
Moreover, the function ‘plr is skew-symmetric or skew anti-symmetric about 
the point 
cp = (c,( 1 + (- 1)2’8P) - q(p))/2; i.e., ‘p,(c, +x) = (- l)*“@‘cp,(c, -x), 
PEE;. 
4. ORTHOGONALIZATION WITHIN THE SAME LEVEL 
In this section we regain some of the orthogonality that was lost by 
requiring a decomposition by compactly supported functions. We present 
two alternatives. The first is the usual type of Gram-Schmidt procedure to 
gain orthogonality between the generating functions (Pi while preserving 
the compactness of support. The second approach will be to give an 
equivalent inner product defined in terms of the symbol P and the 
refinement mask symbol H, under which the integer translates of the 
pre-wavelets become an orthonormal system for IV,;,,. 
For the orthogonalization of the functions (pr, p E Z;\O, Jia and 
Micchelli [JM,, Sect. 41 have given a procedure which we interpret here in 
our notation. For this, we select some definite order and label the functions 
by integers 1 to 2’ - 1 for this process. We take ~9, = cp, and proceed 
inductively as follows. If $ i, . . . . +,, have been constructed, then we set 
c,=c,-I * ($n* II/,(-.)), 
C n,m = C npl,m * (tin * +?I-.)),, l<m<n, 
c “, n =c,-1, 
and define 
* n+1=%7+,*‘cn- i *nt*‘(c,,m * (%I+1 *II/A-.)),). 
PM=1 
The orthogonal pre-wavelets o constructed obviously have compact sup- 
port, but this support increases with each stage of the procedure. The 
orthogonalization process also requires that we know the values on the 
integer lattice of a (continuous) convolution of any two of the pre-wavelets. 
Finally, the nice property that all sequences can be found easily from one 
sequence is lost (see (2.15) Corollary and (3.10) Corollary). 
In the second approach, we construct an inner product under which the 
collection of functions 
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is an orthonormal family. For this purpose, we define 
1 
(A~)-1=(2x)” s 
P(Y) ‘e(Y) dy 
w Q(Y) ’ .L ge WZ,,O? (4.1) 
where 
Q(Y) = P(Y) c P2(y + no) Iff,(y + nk-11’. (4.2) 
KEZ; 
To carry this idea to other dyadic levels and for convenience of notation, 
we set W-, := Wz;,,, and define 
W” :=(f:f(2Y-l.)E wz;\o= w_,}. (4.3) 
Then 
V “+I= V”Q W”, VvEZ=VN= @ WV 
VGN-I 
is an orthogonal decomposition. On the space W,, we define the inner 
product 
1 
(Ag),=(Zn)” 
(4.5) THEOREM. The functions {2”s~2q,(2’~ -j)}, p E H;\O, Jo Z” are an 
orthonormal basis for the space W, with the inner product ( , ),. 
ProojI For v = - 1, we have 
; GP,,C-‘4 (P,,c-’ . -iI)- 
1 
=- 
s 
2” @,,(2~) SJ5J expWh9 
(2x)” ws Q(Y) dy 
1 =- 
s If RS 
H,,(Y) ff,,(Y) I~(Y)I’ exp(i2b) dy 
Q(Y) 
1 =- 
7f I 
Q(Y) Z-&,(Y) P(Y) ewW&4 
C0..2nlS P(Y) c,, Hi P2(Y + nJc) IHJY + m)12 dy 
1 c KE Z; H,,(Y + 71~) H,,(Y + EK) exp(Gjy) =- 
?c= s c KE r; P2(Y + nlc) IH,(Y + nJc)l’ 
4 [Ox]* 
1, if PI =p2 andj=O = 
0, otherwise, 
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by (2.12) Lemma. The proof for the other values of v follows by change of 
variable. 1 
The inner products on each W, can be used to define an inner product 
on the whole of @ YE L W,. Indeed, we may define 
<f,gL := c (f",g")Y> (4.6) 
vez 
wheref,gEL’(tW) and 
f= 1 fw g= c g", fw g"E WV. 
voz vcz 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. The inner product ( , ) m has the following properties: 
(i) The functions {2”S12q,(2’. -j)}, FEZ;, jEZS, VEZ, form an 
orthonormal system under ( , > oo. 
(ii) Zff=CYeZfv and gECvEZgv are functions in L2(W), and 
fY=2yS’2 1 (~J2”.)*‘a~~,~, aL,,E12(2~“Zs) 
P E r;\o 
then 
g, = 2”” 1 (p,(2’.) *’ ag,v,p, ag,v,pE12(2-YZS) 
P E q\o 
(iii) For any v and f E V,, there are absolute positive constants such that 
c,(f,f>m~IlfllL2(WS)~C2(f,f}co. 
Proof: The first two statements are clear. For (iii), let N be a fixed 
integer and f E V,. Then f = Cy c N- 1 fy where f, E W, and 
Ilf II L*(w) = c IIf”IlL.~(RJ) while <f,f >, = c (fVyfY)Y. 
VCN--I VCN--I 
Hence, we need to compare IIfvIILzCwSl and (fv,fv)". But fvE W, implies 
fv = C 2’“/2(p,(2’~) *’ a, p, a,,E12(2-“ZS). 
P E z;\o 
Thus, 
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On the other hand, 
2-("+1)9"(2-"-'.)= c cp,(./2)/2"*'a,*=:hE w,;,,, 
/J E z;\o 
where a~=2”‘2a”,,(2”f1.)~12(2hs) with II~~IP,~~~~ = 2s’211~v,,ll,2~2-~,s,. 
Since IlfvllL2~~~~ = II~IIL~w~ and the functions cp,(./2)/2” generate an 
unconditional basis for Wz;,o, there are absolute positive constants such 
that 
c, Ila”,,Il/q-~ZS) G Ilf”IIL2(W) G C2ll~“,pll/~(2-“Z”) 
and the result follows. I 
Therefore, 
(4.8) THEOREM. The inner product ( , ), provides an equivalent norm on 
L2( W”) under which the functions { 2”“/2(pP(2” . -j)}, p E Zs.\O, Jo Z”, v E Z, 
form an orthonormal basis. 
In this second approach, the difftculty was hidden in the inner product. 
Although the inner product is defined in terms of the Fourier transforms, 
it can be computed in terms off: To find the coeffkients in the expansion 
for a given f at level - 1 it is possible to proceed as follows: We find the 
Fourier coefficients of l/Q. Since Q is a strictly positive trigonometric 
polynomial, the coefficient sequence uQ has exponential decay. Define the 
functions 
R,(x) = 1 cp,((x -~MP2~Qu)~ p E z;\o. 
jE w 
Then 
From (4.4), we see that all coefficients off can be calculated from the 
convolution of dilates off with translates of one set of functions. 
5. Box SPLINE EXAMPLES 
The main examples of functions for which our analysis holds come from 
box splines. Box splines are defined on W” for a given set of directions as 
specified by an s x n matrix B via the distributional relation 
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or via its Fourier transform 
A,= n 1 - exp( - ity) 
<ES i5y 
(5.1) 
(where FEZ means that the product is over all columns of H). For s = 2, 
the primary examples of f2-stable box splines are those for which the 
columns of the matrix % consist of 
repeated n,, n2, and n3 times respectively (at least two different directions 
must appear). These box splines will be denoted by IV,,,.,,., for brevity. 
We refer the reader to [RS] and [JM,] and the references therein for 
additional information about the relationship of box splines to wavelets. As 
was mentioned in the introduction, Jia and Micchelli [JM,] already gave 
pre-wavelets for the box spline M,, ,, , and indicated a construction for 
M *, 2, r. Also, Chui, Stbckler, and Ward [CSW] have given a detailed 
account of the M,, ,, , pre-wavelet hat would result from our construction 
and even provided the Gram-Schmidt type orthogonalization. We give two 
examples by providing the important elements for deriving the wavelets; 
the values of (cp’ * cp’), the refinement mask aV, and the “mother” mask 
/I,, from which the pre-wavelets can be obtained by translation and change 
of sign pattern via (3.10) Corollary. It follows from (5.1) that for box 
splines, M’, * M’, = MHus (where Zu E is the s x 2n matrix of columns 
from both matrices), and that the refinement mask can be found easily as 
the coefficients of 
H,,(Y)=~-” n (1 +exp(-ity)). 
<GE 
Thus, the simplicity of the sequence formulation of the construction 
becomes evident. 
The Box Spline M,, 2,, . The box spline M,, 2,, is a C’ piecewise cubic 
function that has support contained in [0..3]’ and satisfies the stability 
condition. This box spline is symmetric about the point c = (5, $) and 2cp 
is odd for p = (0, 1) and (LO). The latter must be taken into account when 
finding /I, from p,,. 
The refinement mask, uV, for cp = M2, 2, 1 has support contained in 
[0..312 n Z2 with values on that square given by the matrix 
0121 
1 1452 
‘,=?i [ 2541 1 ’ 
1210 
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The sequence (cp” * cp’), for cp = M2,*, r has support contained in 
[ - 3..3]' n Z2 with vaiues 
'00 0 0 0 00 
00 1 31 47 50 
0 1 178 1144 814 47 0 
0 31 1144 3194 1144 31 0 
0 47 814 1144 178 1 0 
05 47 31 100 
-00 0 0 0 00 
Convolving these two sequences gives the mask /I0 with support contained 
in the square [ -2..512 n E2: 
&LX 
322560 
‘0 0 1 33 110 130 57 5' 
0 2 215 1677 3630 3136 1027 57 
1 215 3134 12048 18425 12303 3136 130 
33 1677 12048 30692 35193 18425 3630 110 
110 3630 18425 35193 30692 12048 1677 33 
130 3136 12303 18425 12048 3134 215 1 
57 1027 3136 3630 1677 215 2 0 
-5 57 130 110 33 1 0 0, 
The Box Spline M,, 2, 2. The box spline M,, 2, 2 has already been used in 
wavelet type decompositions (but not with orthogonal wavelets or pre- 
wavelets) by De Vore, Jawerth, and Lucier [DJL] for surface compression. 
It is a C2 piecewise quartic that has support equal to {x : x = tl( 1,0) + 
t2(0, 1) + tj(l, l), 0 <t,< 2) and is symmetric about the point c= (2,2). 
The refinement mask, aq, for cp = M,, 2, 2 on [O..4]‘n Z2 2 supp Us is 
1 
a,=gj 
00 121’ 
02662 
1 6 10 6 1 
26620 
12 100 
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The support of the sequences (M;, *, 2 * MS, *, *), and & for this box spline 
are more substantial. The first has support inside [ -4..412 A Z2: 
Then /?,, has supp /IO c_ [ - 3..712 n Z2 and on that square has values 
&=1X 
23224320 
'0 0 0 0 0 2 38 104 104 38 2’ 
0 0 0 0 38 1884 8890 14088 8890 1884 38 
0 0 0 104 8890 69054 163440 163440 69054 8890 104 
0 0 104 14088 163440 555000 811088 555000 163440 14088 104 
0 38 8890 163440 811088 1677952 1677952 811088 163440 8890 38 
2 1884 69054 555000 1677952 2380248 1677952 555000 69054 1884 2 
38 8890 163440 811088 1677952 1677952 811088 163400 8890 38 0 
104 14088 163440 555000 811088 555000 163440 14088 104 0 0 
104 8890 69054 163440 163440 69054 8890 104 0 0 0 
38 1884 8890 14088 8890 1884 38 0 0 00 
,2 38 104 104 38 2 0 0 0 0 0. 
It is a relatively easy matter to change the sign pattern and translate the 
sequence /IO to come up with 8, and therefore the values of the pre- 
wavelets (p,,. The pre-wavelets for M,,,,, are shown in Fig. 1. The smallest 
rectangle that contains the support of all the pre-wavelets is [ -2..612. 
The pre-wavelet cpC1, Ojhas center (1, 1) and the smallest rectangle that 
contains its support is [ -2..512. The pre-wavelets cpCO, i) and cpCO, i) have 
centers (g, 1) and (1, $) respectively, with [ - 1.5.5.5 J x [ -2..5] and 
[ -2..5] x [ - 1.5..5.5] being the smallest rectangles that contain their 
respective supports. The fact that the coefficients /I, come from multipliers 
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(6, -2) 
c-2, -2) 
FIGURE 1. The prewavelets (P,,.~,. ‘P,~, , and q,,, ,, for M,,,,, on [ -2..612 
that are rotations and translations of a single function is dramatically 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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